what’s this about?
- using public space - a waiting room in the train station
-> as an exhibition space
- a protocol implying that artists are invited to make a
work and exhibit it in the room, with an opening event
(announced through email invitation) and
followed by documentation.
- in this case the idea/intervention is to use this specific
exhibition space also as a working space/artist studio
(including the opening event/public gathering)
- to think/expose this process towards public presentation of an artwork as an ongoing becoming that
takes form in time
- to consider documentation as a possibility for
another form-taking
or/and
- it is about printing the card
- the apparatus of making images
-

today is friday, april 12th - the opening was yesterday and it is announced that the exhibition will be open
until april 18th. every day we will publish on this website another short chapter that transmits ideas and attitudes in this process (to give credits, share notes and references):
friday 12: the current one is with
some introductory notes
saturday 13: tomorrow we add
two more pages about the story
of the photo novel and the technique of making and printing the
card

not visible to the audience

Aristotle’s scheme for basic dramatic structure for fun I like to compare it with dramatic line of tension in exhibition making:
Exposition => conditions of creating the artwork
Rising action => time of communication with the curator and other agents in the production
Crisis => there is a deadline and the setting up has started
Climax => the opening
Falling action => duration of the show
Denouncement => finissage (as in drama it can be tragic or comical with a happy end)

sunday 14: presenting the objects depicted in the photo-novel
in order of their appearance ->
where they come from and what
are they doing here [one side of
the card]
monday 15: where the objects
come from and what are they
doing here [another side of the
card]
tuesday 16: notes about going to
/ working in the space
wednesday 17: notes from the
event - presenting card in public
gathering (opening of exhibition)
thursday 18: we invite friends
and colleagues to visit the website (finissage)

